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Introduction 

 Lecturer: Petri Sainio 

 20+ years of experience in security&surveillance and 

broadband network industry 

 5+ years as a University Lecturer @ UTU 

 These lectures are part of my 60 credit studies in 

pedagogy  

(teaching outside your own job) 

 Email: petri.sainio@utu.fi 

 Own courses @ UTU: 

 Multimedia Networks (5 cr) 

 Advanced Internet Technologies (5 cr) 

 Security Engineering (5 cr) 
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Topics for this week lectures 

 What is “Security” 

 Usability, Human factor 

 Basics on cryptography 

 User authentication 

 Biometrics 

 System assurance 
Books: 

Tanenbaum: Modern Operating Systems 

Ross Anderson: Security Engineering http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/~rja14/book.html  
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What is Security? 
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Security systems requirements 

 Many systems have critical assurance 

requirements 

 Failure may 

 Endanger for human life and environment 

 Cause major damage to economic 

infrastructure 

 Endanger personal privacy 

 Undermine whole business sector 

 Facilitate crime 
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Typical system needs 

  Major differences in applications security 

requirements. Typical system needs: 

 User authentication 

 Transaction integrity and accountability 

 Fault tolerance 

 Message security and covertness 
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Four blocks of security: 

 Policy 

 What you are supposed to achieve? 

 Mechanism 

 Ciphers, access control, HW tamper resistance… 

 Assurance 

 The amount of reliance on each mechanism 

 Incentives 

 Motive for people guarding 

 Motive for attackers 
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Threat model - intruders 
 No “International Standard Burglar” exists, US army 

expert model (1988): 

 Derek: 19-year old addict looking at low-risk opportunity to get 

something to sell for next fix 

 Charlie: 40-year old inadequete with several convictions for 

burglary. Spent a lot of time in prison. Not very intelligent. Steals 

from small shops and houses whatever can be sold 

 Bruno: “Gentleman criminal” mainly stealing art. As a cover runs 

a small art gallery. Has a forged university degree in art history 

on the wall. He’d like to get into computer crime but does not 

have the capabilities. He might know some capable hackers and 

insiders. 

 Kim: head of cell of militants with military training with infantry 

weapons and explosives and PhD-level tech support. Kim thinks 

he is a good man rather than a bad man. Kim's mission is to 

steal plutonium 
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…Threat model - intruders 

 Derek is unskilled, Charlie is skilled 

 Bruno is highly skilled and may use a unskilled insider 

 Kim is highly skilled and has substantial resources 

 

 Sociologists concentrate on Derek 

 Criminologists concentrate on Charlie 

 Military intelligence concentrate on Kim 

 

 Bruno is left for us Security Engineers! 

 Physical defenses and computer rooms often built against Bruno 

 

Course book has another classification of intruders! 
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Example: Original ATM 
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ATM with a skimming device 
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Skimmer device found at  

a ST1 unmanned petrol station in 

Saaristotie, Parainen 

Feb 2015 



Example of a complex system issue 

 Some banks encrypted PIN information to magnetic 

strips in bank cards – this allows offline use 

 After several years the encryption was compromized 

 Banks had to spend millions to upgrade their systems 

 Upgrades take years! 

 Most banks in Europe changed to chip cards due to 

skimming 

 Old magnetic and new chip cards have to co-exist over a 

long period 

 Magnetic strips in chip cards are easy to copy – and they 

can be used in some other countries using old magnetic 

terminals 
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What is a System? 
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System 

 Product or component  

 e.g. cryptographic protocol, a smartcard, PC hardware 

 A collection of above plus operating system, 

communications etc 

 Any of above + one or more applications, such as 

browser, media player, payroll package, word processor 

 Any of above + IT staff 

 Any of above + internal users and management 

 Any of above + customers and other external users 
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What is identity? 
“Alice authenticates herself to Bob”? 
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What is identity? 

 Example: “Alice authenticates herself to Bob” 

 Alice proves her name is Alice? 

 Alice proves her identity? 

 Somebody proves he has Alice's smart card? 

 Software tool acting as Alice's agent? 

 Is it Cherie who lent Alice's smart card? 

 Or David who stole it? 

 Or Eve who hacked Alice's PC?..... 

 User identity is not the same as Citizens ID 
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Trust and Trustworthy 

 Trusted device 

 A failure may break the security policy 

 Trustworthy system or component 

 A device that won’t fail 
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Secrecy, Confidentiality and Privacy 

 Secrecy 
 Effect of mechanism used to limit the number of 

principals who can access the information 

 Confidentiality 
 Obligation to protect some other persons’ or 

organization’s secrets 

 Privacy 
 Ability or right to protect your personal information  
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Security 

 Ability to monitor all employees email and 

web browsing?  

- or -  

 Ability to use email and web without being 

monitored? 
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Usability and Human Factor 

R 
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Introduction 

 Psychology is as important as technology! 

 Phishing is growing fast 

 Victims are lured by an email to bogus web site asking 

credentials 

 Quite easy to built a bogus bank website 

 Evolution provided human tools for face-to-face context 

but email is different 

 Pretexting is much used by private investigators 

 Phone someone pretending being authorized by someone else 

 Social engineering 
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Hoaxes and frauds in the Internet 

 Semantic attack example:  

false stock press release 25.8.2000 

 Claimed resign of the CEO & earnings restated 

 Stock value dropped 61% until the hoax was exposed 
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Pretexting 

 Common and easy way to cheat 

 2007 IRS (US Tax office) was audited 

 102 employees were asked for user ID and to change their 

password to a known one 

 62 did so! 

 Result was the same in similar tests in 2001 and 2004! 

 Earlier check on UK health authorities 

 Typical private investigator claims to be a doctor of particular 

patient involved in an emergency case to get patients 

medical records 

 About 30 such cases identified in the UK within a week 

 All you need is a phone book to check who is calling! 
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Phishing 

 Targeting customers – no the company itself 

 Average customers are difficult – what about people not 

speaking well the language, dyslexics, learning 

difficulties… 

 New attack reuse genuine bank emails, just changing 

the URL’s 

 First banks, later eBay, Amazon… 

 Internal controls on unusual customer behavior or 

sending large sums abroad limits the losses 
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Brain vs. Computer 

 Cognitive psychology: 

How we think, remember, make decision 

 Human Computer Interaction (HCI) 

research 

 We recognize people, sound and concept 

better than computers 

 Wrong model makes humans are 

vulnerable 
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Human errors 

 Capture errors: take the choice you do most days 

 People are trained to quickly click “OK” 

 Post completion error: does an ATM give the money or card 

first? 

 Information overflow: people select the strongest rule 

they know 

 https://www.citybank.secureauthentication.com 

 Cognitive reasons: people simply do not understand the 

problem 

 Example: IE7 anti-phishing toolbar defeated simply by a picture-

in-picture attack 
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Passwords 

 Passwords are probably the biggest practical problems 

in security today 

 Very difficult for users to remember infrequently used, 

frequently changed proper passwords 

 Costly: BT had 100 people in its password reset center 

 System&policy issue: same passwords are used in 

multiple systems. An insider may hack to other systems. 

 Alternatives: 

 Something you have (car key, smart card, PIN table or app) 

 Something you know (password) 

 Something you are (biometrics) 
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Passwords 

 ATM PIN codes: 4 digits, 3 trials, 1:3000 

possibility to guess it 

 Long password required in case of 

unlimited trials (e.g. file encryption) 

 Password charasteristics 

 Probability for correct entry? 

 Can it be remembered? 

 What if disclosed to a third party ? 

(intentional or unintentional) 
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LUKU 

Ref BA26GO090 

Meter 01342416854 

Receipt EVG241376879 

Units 115.90kWh 

2368 3187 8129 3499 1018 

Cost TZS 43,265.60 

Timebased TZS 6,734.40 

TOTAL TZS 50,000.00 

Prepaid electricity 



Reliable password entry 

 Long and complex passwords are difficult to type in correctly 

 Software product 64 or 128-bit activation codes 

 Example: South Africa prepaid electricity meters 

 1/3 of users often can’t read – but numbers are recognized 

 Prepaid activation code printed to a recipe 

 20 digit numbers cut in two rows and groups on 2-3 numbers work fine 

 Example: US nuclear weapon firing code 

 12 digits only 

 Password used in extreme stress and possibly through improvised 

communication channels increasing the risk for false entry 
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How to remember passwords? 

 ”Choose a password you can’t remember and don’t write it down” 

 Naive passwords 

 People use sposes’ names, single letters.... 

 List of 20 most common female names with a number: 200 very 

common passwords! 

 Study of 25k Unix passwords: 21-25% can be guessed 

 Regularly changed passwords 

 Overrided by changing password many times and reset to favourite 

 Recurring passwords (e.g. use the number of month in the end) 

 A large number of passwords changed to default password once a 

month 
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Results from 130M Adobe user 

password leakage 
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User training 

 Providing feedback on password strength helps 

 E-commerce may face problems due to tight password 

requirements 

 Passphrases are as effective as random passwords 

 ”It’s 12 noon and I am hungry” ->  I’S12&IAH 

 Main issue is user compliance. One third of people don’t 

obey the rules/recommendations for selecting the 

password 
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…but best is to use LONG passwords (xkcd.com) 



Assigned passwords 

 Centrally assigned random passwords are as 

effective as passphrases 

 Issues in e-commerse: customers select 

services where they can use own password 

 Assigned password can not be used as a 

signature: the administrator may use the key for 

false signing 

 Best compromise: password checking against 

”clearly bad” choises + user training to use 

passphrase based mnemonics or long 

passwords 
11.12.2015 
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Design errors, Operational issues 

 Security questions: ”What was your mothers maiden name?” 

 May be found from on-line data sources 

 Not applicable to all countries (surname don’t exist or not changed when 

married) 

 Too many passwords: users write them down 

 User selected PIN codes (4 digits, 3 trials) 

 One third selects a birthdate, 3000:1 drops down to 100:1 

 Users may select same as in a (sometimes shared) mobile phone 

 Default usernames and passwords 

 Admin/admin commonly not changed 

 Pressing ”Factory Reset” resets to default passwords as well 
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Social Engineering Attacks 

 Biggest threat to passwords: user discloses the 

password to a third party (often due to phishing) 

 Old trick: steal a bank card, call and ask for the PIN ”in orded to 

close the card” 

 A harrased systems administrator may be called a few times by 

a claimed personal assistant of senior management. Once 

accepted as an employee she demands a new password for her 

boss 

 NSA has different colored telephones for internal and 

external lines. If external is off-hook, no discussion of 

classified material allowed in the same room 

 Emails with clickable links may forward to another site 
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System Issues 

 Threat models: 

 Targeted attack on one account 

 ”Spear phishing”, target to mischief directly 

 Attempt to penetrate any account on a system 

 E.g. trying to get access to any account of the target bank 

 Attempt to penetrate any account on any system (within a given 

domain) 

 E.g. for sending spam or to host a phishing site for a few hours 

 Try simple password like ”password1” for a large number of 

accounts 

 Service denial attack 

 Attacker tries to block the legitime user from using the system 
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Freezing the account? 

 Basic rule: freeze the account after three bad passwords 

 Loads heavily the administration due to unlocking the 

accounts 

 Service of denial attack: false login trials for large 

number of users blocking all of them 

 System issue: Can a flood of false logon attemps bring 

down the whole service? 

 Can you quickly turn off the accoung blocking in case of such an 

attack? 

 If turned off, what kind of attack will follow? 
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Freezing the accont? 

 Attacker targets often any account, not just a single one 

 1M users, 3 attemps -> 3M attemps total, likely several 

hits on ”password1”  

 Commercial websites: 100 password trials per second 

equals on compromised user per second 

 Protection by limiting more than one password guess 

every few seconds per user account – or by source IP 

address 

 Very difficult to protect if attacker has a botnet 
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Attacks on password entry 

 Interface design issues 

 Some system use vertical keyboards at head height – Shoulder 

surfing of the PINs is very easy 

 PIN entry keyboards often provide very poor shields 

 People are often uncomfortable to shield the PIN code – this 

looks like a visible signal of distrust of people around 

 Only a few percent of users shield their PIN entry well enough to 

protect it from a possible overhead camera 

 Eavesdropping 

 Free WiFi access in public places is often unencrypted 

 Many websites do not use encryption in password entry 

 Easy to harvest passwords – and same passwords are often 

used for multiple services 
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Technical defeats in password entry 

 Some systems check passwords character by character 

– and stop at error 

 Timing attack: error in first character is rejected faster than error 

in second character 

 Same issues have been in remote car keys etc 

 Smart card PIN cracking  

 PIN retry counter value is written to EEPROM on every false trial 

 Causes supply current surge 

 Card can be reseted before counter write cycle is complete 

 More on power analysis later... 
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Attacks on password storage 

 Auditing logs of failed logins may contain data from 

users with ”username, password” sequence out of phase 

 Failed login of a non-existent user ”e5kd&12m” is likely a 

password of a legitime user 

 Plaintext storage of passwords is dangerous! 

 One-Way encryption often used for protecting passwords 

 Password passed through a one-way function and checked 

against a stored value 

 Often implemented in a wrong way 
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Conclusion 

 Usability is most important and hardest design problem 

 Security usability main issue is in passwords 

 Critical questions 

 Is protection between users needed? 

 How users can be trained and disciplined? 

 Can accounts be frozen after a fixed number of trials? 

 Is attack targeting a particular account or any account 

 Can passwords be snooped technically (malware, false 

terminals, network eavesdropping) 
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Part II 

Basics on cryptography 

R 
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Recap from the first lecture: 

password strength calculation 
 Password strength: entropy in bits 

 Xkcd comic explained: 
https://www.explainxkcd.com/wiki/index.php/936:_Password_Strength 

 Xkcd based on NIST Special Publication 800-63-2 

(Appendix A)  
http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-63-2.pdf  

 Advanced estimations use Guessing Entropy 

 Note: these calculations provide only rough estimates! 
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Cryptography 

 Public algorithm – secret keys 

 Secret plaintext – public ciphertext 
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Secret key cryptography 

symmetric key cryptography 

Image: devx.com 



Public key cryptography 

 Computationally non-symmetric 

operations, one-way functions: 

 Easy to multiply numbers 

 Difficult to factorize a large number 

 Public encryption key  

private decryption key 
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Public key cryptography 
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Public key cryptography 
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Digital signature 
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 Authentication,  non-repudiation, integrity 

 Calculate a fixed length hash value of the document 

 Based on Public Key Cryptography  

 Sender transforms (“decrypts”) the hash with private key 

 Receiver “encrypts” the signature block with senders 

public key and recovers the original hash value 

 



Security protocols 

R 
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Password eavesdropping 

 Simple embedded cases: remote garage door control 

systems and car keys of mid 1990’s 

 A grabber device records the code and replays on 

request 

 Different codes for lock/unlock? 

 Short 16-bit code: sometimes legal key locks a wrong car! 

 Brute force: try all values, takes less than an hour per car 

a few minutes in a parking lot with number of cars! 

 Solution: 32-bit codes. This did not solve the issue! 

 Code was often a serial number – published in many papers 

 Cryptograhic authentication protocols needed! 
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Simple Authentication 
 Simple authentication is not secure – but enough for 

many applications, such as raising a parking garage 

barrier for subscribers 

 In-car token sends its name followed by encrypted name + 

nonce 

 Key KT is derived from token name T and master key KM 

T → G : T,{T,N}KT  

 Verification: Garage reads T, gets key KT, deciphers and 

verifies than N has not been used before 

 Key diversification problem: 16-bit serial number 

encrypted with 128 bits?  

 Also weak ciphers used sometimes 

 Fatal error example: Use XOR only: KT = T XOR KM 
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Faults in simple authorization 

 How to check nonce is not used before? 

 Some mfgs check only the last used nonce. Last-but-one 

recording will open the door 

 Electricity prepayment meter example in South Africe: cheked 

only for the last nonce. 

 Reasonable large amount of used nonces should be 

stored – expensive for cheap embedded devices 

 Valet attack: valet parking guy has access for car keys for 

several hours! 

 Synchronization issues 

 Example key uses 16-bit counter for nonce, accepts only 16 next 

values 

 What if key is used for multiple doors? Someone accidentally 

clicks the button?  
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Accessory control 

 Simple authentication sometimes used silently for 

accessory control 

 Non-genuine printer toner cartridge may silently shift the printer 

from 1200 dpi to 300 dpi or just block the operation 

 Non-genuine cell phone battery may shift the cell phone to drain 

the battery faster 

 Some cars claimed to check originality major spare parts 

 Different authentication methods are used more and 

more to support business models 
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Challenge and Response 

 Most cars use two pass challenge-response to authorize 

engine start, E: engine controller, T: car key transponder 

E → T: N 

T → E: {T,N}K  

 If the random number N is predictable, a key may be 

interrogated in advance – remotely! 

 Random number seeds from e.g. PC rotor speed, 

network traffic, keystroke timing etc. 

 Car locks or other embedded small devices use 

encrypted counter not accessable from the outside 

 Challenge-response used also e.g. in VoIP client 

authentication (SIP) 
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Biometrics 
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Biometrics 
Identification methods: 

 

Passwords    “something we know” 

 

Tokens and Cards –   “something we have”  

(e.g., ID cards, smart cards, digital certificates) 

 

Biometrics    “something that is part of us”  

(e.g., retina scan, fingerprints, facial recognition, hand geometry) 
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Biometrics 

 Automated system to identify an individual by measuring their 

physical or behavioral uniqueness or patterns and comparing those 

to records 

 fingerprints, face, iris, palm,  

signature, DNA, or retinas 
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Biometrics 
Biometrics is always a tradeoff between 

  False accept rate = Fraud rate = Type 1 error rate 

 

and 

 False reject rate = Insult rate = Type 2 error rate 

 

UK banks have a biometric target of 1% fraud rate and 0.01% insult rate 

 

Two ways to use biometrics: 

 Identification: one-to-many template matching 

 Verification: one-to-one template matching 
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Handwritten Signatures 

 Handwritten signature under the contract documents is 

still a standard way to close deals 

 Very weak authentication as alone,  

often a photo-ID is required as well 

 Liability of forgery varies between countries 

 Handwritten signature authentication study (1997): 

 professionals fail on 6.5% of signatures in manual check,  

 non-professional 38.3% 

 Some countries require machine written contracts have 

to be initialled on every page 
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Handwritten Signatures 

 Automatic recognition very difficult 

 Signature tablet records also dynamics: hand velocity, where pen 

is lifted from the tablet etc. 

 Equal error rate (same insult and fraud rate) in a tablet 

based recognition is at its best 1% 

 Non-tablet based a lot worse 

 Enough for supporting human decisions by reducing manual work 

 Goats: people, whos template do not match with biometric models 

causing very poor performance 
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Face recognition 

 Humans are very good in recognizing familiar faces 

 Faces used in bank notes – easy to spot small differences 

 Photo ID is the basic identification tool – but not very 

good 

 Photo ID images are often old, difficult to reliably identify 

a person 

 Credit cards with photo have a deterrent effect 

 Lot of research is going on for automated face 

recognition 
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Face recognition 

 Geometric algorithms detects distinguishing 

features 

 Photometric algorithms are statistical approaches 

that distill an image into values and comparing the 

values with templates to eliminate variances 

 3D analysis more accurate, but requires  

a range camera 

 Multiple images from different angles 

may be used for 3D 

 Projecting a grid in a face provides 

also 3D information 
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Face recognition 

 Algorithms have improved remarkably, now better than humans 

 Face recognition is working quite well in studio conditions with co-

operative people, with full frontal image 

 Poor lightning, long hair, sunglasses or low resolution makes the 

task difficult 

 Sensitive for facial expressions, smiling not allowed in passports 

 ”Security theatre”: 

public cameras claimed to  

recognize hundreds of known 

criminals – none found, 

strong placebo effect on crime 

 Recognizing individuals from  

crowd is far away! 
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Bertillonage 

(anthropometry) 
 Identification system based on bodily measures  

(Alphonse Bertillon, France 1882) 

 height standing, height sitting, length and width of face 

size and angle of ear 

 Replaced with invention of  

fingerprint indexing and searching 

 Reborn in hand-geometry readers 

 Simple and robust 

 Single attempt fail rate 1% 
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Fingerprints 

 Automatic fingerprint identification systems (AFIS) is the 

main biometric technology 

 Palm prints or footprints work as well 

 Fingerprints have been used in identification in special 

cases in ancient history 

 First modern systematic use India 1858, first forensic 

crime scene use Japan 1870’s 

 Two main uses: 

Identifying people (USA) 

Crime scene forensics (Europe) 
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Verifying identity claims 

 FBI has a huge fingerprint database 

 8000 fugitives detected month 

 100 000 fingerprint checks daily 

 900 000 officers have access to it 

 US immigration uses fingerprints for verifying identification 

 Check for a match in blacklist 

 Building entry control, banking in e.g. India & Saudi Arabia 

 Verify a claim to have a certain identity 

 One finger scan is OK for verifying the identity, 10 fingers is better to 

check a match from blacklist 

 US-VISIT –program has 6 000 000 bad guys in database,  

false match rate 0.3%, missed match rate 4% with two index finger scan (2004) 
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Verifying identity claims 

 ”Receiver operating characteristics” – adjust the false accept/false 

reject ratio 

 Equal error rate ca. 1% per finger scanned 

 False accepts rate is worse due to immunizing false rejects 

 Scanning all fingers is slow, taking and verifying 10-prints may take 

over a minute! 

 Automated systems may have problems with  

 damaged fingerprints (manual workers, pipe smokers) 

 Amputees, birth defects, e.g. extra fingers 

 Rare condition: no fingerprints at all 

 Kids and old people have fainted fingerprints 
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Attacks on fingerprints 

 Fingerprints can be easily cloned with cooking gelatin 

 Cheap detectors may be fooled by reactivating the last 

fingerprint by breathing into it 

 Latent fingerprints may be transferred using adhesive 

tape 

 

 Cheap fingerprint systems have error rates at 5%, 

still very effective due to placebo effect 

 

 Mythbusters fingerprint lock test: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Hji3kp_i9k  
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Crime Scene Forensics 

 Second use for fingerprints 

 Prints found on crime scene matched against database 

 Match more than a certain level is taken as a hard evidence 

 Error rate controversial 

 UK: 16 points match required – 1:4 billion error rate claimed 

 Shirley McKie case 1997: 16 points not reliable 

 Fingerprint impression often very noisy, mistakes possible 

 Statistics bite: matching automatically thousands of fingerprints will 

generate erroneous matches 
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Iris codes 

 Iris codes are the best and most reliable machine readable 

identification technique  

 International standards for machine readable passports permits 

fingerprints and iris codes 

 Iris is measurably unique, easy to detect, does not wear out  and is 

isolated from  the external environment by the cornea 
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Iris codes 

 Daugman's algorithm uses a Gabor wavelet transform 

 256 bytes of transform complex phase results is used for 

an iris code 
 Amplitude discarded due to being sensitive for lightning conditions 

 Iris scan photograph can be taken from 10 cm to a few 

meters away 

 False match rate 10-11 with 0.26 Hamming distance 
 26% of bits may disagree due to noise, reflections etc 
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Iris codes 

 Iris scan is fast and easy with cooperative subjects 

 Ok for entry to a computer room 

 Easy to cheat with a high resolution image of an eye 

 Hippus measurement: natural 0.5 Hz fluctuation in the pupil 

diameter 

 Iris pattern may be printed on a contact lens 

 If widely used, your iris code  

may become known to  

many organizations 
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Retina scanning 

 Not to be confused with iris scanning 

 In addition to medical use, retina scanning can be used 

for identification purposes 

 Extremely low error rate, highly reliable 

 Fast identification 

 Requires being very close to  

camera lens 

 Not user friendly 

 High equipment cost 
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Voice (speaker) recognition 

 Speech recognition tries to ignore speech idiosyncrasies, 

Voice recognition tries to amplify and classify them 

 Many issues with text dependency, environment noise, 

verify speaker (one-to-one) or identify (one-to-many) 

 Used for identification and forensics 

 In forensics often used to recognize speaker from a 

recorded telephone message, such as a bomb threat 

 Typically uses filtering to extract features from the 

spectrum 

 Equal error rates of 1% claimed 

 Voice morphing systems exists 

 Cut-and-paste on recordings! 
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DNA typing 
 Extremely secure results – if samples handled correctly 

 Too slow for building entry control 

 Today DNA sequencing takes about 1 day 

 New products will do it in minutes – not yet available 

 Very valuable for forensics 

 Samples last a couple of weeks in normal conditions 

 In dry conditions (no bacteria) samples last decades – in ice thousands 

of years! 

 Does not detect identical twins (1:120) 

 Procedural issues with false match due to sloppy lab procedures 

 Researches is very easily sequencing himself 

 UK police have 6M samples 

 Claims for 500 000 with wrong or misspelled names 

 20 number “DNA code” stored, not full DNA! 
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Other technologies 

 Many other technologies exists, some disappeared 

 Morse code fist, keystroke dynamics, vein patterns 

 Cell phone user identification from accelerometer data 

 Identifying anonymous writers from their writing styles, 

plagiarism detection 

 Facial thermogram, ear shape, lip prints… 

 Digital noses? “Digital doggie” to recognize its master of scent 
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What goes wrong? 

 DNA typing: false positives due to careless lab 

procedures 

 Any “infallible” system makes its operators careless and break it 

 Environmental conditions: noise, dirt, vibration, lightning 

 Voice recognition: impairment due to alcohol or stress 

 Forensics:  

 fingerprint or DNA may be planted by a police 

 It may be old – fingerprint reliability relies on cleaning 

procedures 

 Fingerprints left in door handles or beer glasses often too 

smudged and fragmentary 

 Recordings: 

 Voice recognition, iris photos, fingerprint moulds 
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What goes wrong? 
 Most biometrics not accurate for all people 

 “Goats”: some of the population identified as “the rest” 

 Damaged or abraded fingerprints 

 Dark eyes and large pupils: poor iris code 

 Disabled people with no fingers or eyes 

 Illiterate people marking “X” instead of a signature 

 Fallback systems needed! 

 Statistics often not understood 

 10 000 biometrics provide 50 000 000 match pairs providing 

false matches 

 1:1M error rate: one false match average in 1609 people 

 Two biometric systems combined 

 Typically improves false match or false reject rate 

 The other one gets worse 
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What goes wrong? 
 Hill climbing attack 

 Biometric privacy: template stored instead of image, like a one-way hash 

 If recognizer provides information on how close the match is, it may be 

used to alter image until match 

 Demonstrated on face recognition, doable in other biometrics 

 Biometric passport may be copied 

 Police may take your passport in order to keep you in country 

 How about playing a copy of RFID data on airport fast track with a mobile 

phone? 

 Passport RFID contents have digital signature – but replacing JPEG facial 

image with a suitable bit string may crash the reader 

 What if human and computer disagree? 

 If automated fingerprint database pulls out the “best match” and presents it 

to an examiner, does it bias the examiner to its favor? 
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System Evaluation and Assurance 
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Introduction 

 System Assurance 

 Does this system work? 

 Has it been tested enough by motivated testers? 

 System Evaluation 

 Convincing other people of assurance 
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Assurance 

 “estimated likelihood that the system will fail in a 

particular way” 

 Incentives 

 do people really want to protect it? 

 Policy 

 are we protecting the right thing right way? 

 Mechanisms 

 DVD’s with 40-bit encryption, smart card failures… 

 Implementation 

 Is the product implemented correctly? 

 Usability! 

 Direct connection to human failures! 
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Evaluation 

 The process of assembling evidence that a 

working system meets (or fails to meet) a 

prescribed assurance target 

 Different motivation for the party who 

implements it and party who relies on it! 

 Many evaluation schemes ignore the human and 

organizational elements in the system 
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Evaluations by the Relying Party 

 Orange book or the Trusted Computer Systems 

Evaluation Criteria  was a US national 

government  standard for computer security 

 Evaluation could take 2-3 years 

 All approved products were old and very expensive 

 Defense computer market remained as a niche 

 Equivalent schemes in many countries 

 Canada: CTPEC, EU: ITSEC 

 FIPS for tamper-resistant crypto processors 

 IV&V for nuclear and NASA, zero defect target 
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The Common Criteria 

 Due to cost pressure, national evaluation 

schemes were replaced with a single standard 

 The Common Criteria for Information Security 

Evaluation, Common Criteria, CC 

 CC v.2.3:  ISO/IEC 15408:2005, ISO/IEC 18045:2005 

 CC v.3.1: http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/cc/ 

 Protection profile instead of orange book’s BLP 

 Evaluation in Commercially Licensed Evaluation 

Facility (CLEF) 
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Common Criteria Key Concepts  

 Target of Evaluation (TOE) 

 Protection Profile (PP) 

 Security Target (ST) 

 Security Functional Requirements (SFRs) 
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Common Criteria  

Quality Assurance 
 

 Security Assurance Requirements (SARs) 

 Evaluation Assurance Level (EAL) 
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Common Criteria 

 “A common criteria evaluated product” – but 

what EAL-level? 

 “EAL4+” is common for a commercial product 

 Details of Protection Profile are more important than 

EAL-level! 

 Windows XP is EAL4+ -certified – and new 

vulnerabilities still found 

 Vendor may restrict the analysis to limited security 

features: 
 “Any other systems with which the TOE communicates are assumed to be under the same 

management control and operate under the same security policy constraints. The TOE is 

applicable to networked or distributed environments only if the entire network operates under 

the same constraints and resides within a single management domain. There are no security 

requirements that address the need to trust external systems or the communications links to 

such systems.” (Microsoft) 
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http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/files/epfiles/st_vid10390-vr.pdf  

http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/files/epfiles/st_vid10390-vr.pdf
http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/files/epfiles/st_vid10390-vr.pdf
http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/files/epfiles/st_vid10390-vr.pdf
http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/files/epfiles/st_vid10390-vr.pdf


Common Criteria limitations 

 CC does not deal with 

 Administrative security measures 

 “Technical physical” aspects like Emsec 

 Crypto algorithms 

 Evaluation methodology 

 How the standards are used 

 Development methodology 

 Usability 

 No requirements on Protection Profile 

correspondence to real world! 
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Common Criteria limitations 

 Some commercial product have a meaningless 

certification 

 Windows or Linux without network connection or 

removable media,  

only logon and file system access control tested 

 No support for changes 

 Products with update patches outside of the scope 

 PP has often small print describing only some 

very basic features of the product in a limited 

ambient 
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CLEF issues 

 A vendor can select CLEF to be used for 

evaluation 

 Commercially more interesting to get an easy ride 

than finding lots of flaws! 

 Systematic issue: a CLEF does not lose their 

accreditation due to mistakes or failures 

 Competence deterioration if key staff leaves or skills 

are not kept up with technology 

 Course book presents several cases on poor 

security evaluation due to political, economical 

or incompetence reasons 
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Open Source Software 
 Open architecture to the implementation detail? 

 Not a bad choice! 

 Huge amount of code reviewers – proper testing against bugs 

and vulnerabilities 

 Security must be based on keys – not actual algorithm! 

 Some risks exist 

 PGP mail encryption had a backdoor with “maintenance 

password” for years 

 OpenSSL… 

 Semi-open design? 

 Apple: OpenBSD OS + proprietary multimedia comps 

 Windows or Oracle as “open enough” base may help in legal 

attacks – history of disclosed vulnerabilities, patches and attacks 

exists 
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Certifying enterprise processes 

Common criteria certifies products, not processes 

 ISO 9000  

Quality Management System 

 ISO 14000  

Environmental Management System 

 ISO 27000  

Information Security Management System  

 ISO 20000  

IT Service Management System 
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Why to certify an IS process? 

 Provides a goal, which will help facilitate the 

implementation of an information security management 

system and security controls 

 Formalizes and independently verifies IS processes, 

procedures and documentation 

 Independently verifies that risks to the company are 

properly identified and managed 

 Help identify and meet contractual and regulatory 

requirements 

 Demonstrates to customers that security of their 

information is taken seriously 
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ISO 27000 standards 

 ISO/IEC 27001:2013 – is a standard 

specification for an Information Security 

Management Systems (ISMS) which instructs 

you how to apply ISO/IEC 27002 and how to 

build, operate, maintain and improve an ISMS. 

 ISO/IEC 27002:2013 - is a standard code of 

practice and can be regarded as a 

comprehensive catalogue of good security 

things to do 
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ISO 27000 standards 
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27001 

27002 

27000 

27004 

 27011 

 27799 

Applicability 

Telecommunications 

Health  

Financial services 

Inter-sector and 
Inter organizational 

27003 
27005 

Risk Management 

31000 

Guide 73 

27006 

Certification 

27007 

27008 

19011  
Guidelines for ISMS 
auditing 

17021  

Governance 

Measurements 

Code of practice 

Requirements 

Implementation guidance 

27001+20000-1 

Overview and vocabulary 

Requirements for bodies 
audit and certification 

Guidance for auditors  
on controls - TR 

Guidelines for  
auditing management system 

Conformity assessment 
- ISMS 

Vocabulary 

Principles and 
guidelines 

27016 Organizational economics 

27018 

Cloud Computing service  

17000  

Conformity Assessment –  
Vocabulary and general principals   

31010 

Risk assessment 
techniques 27001  

+  
industry vertical 

27010 

27009 

 27013 

27014 

27015 

Process control system - TR 27019 

27017 

Data protection control of  
public cloud computing service 

27x Extended Range 

http://www.iso27001security.com/html/iso27000.html 



Supporting standards 

ISO 27030 - ISO 27050 

 

27033 Part 1-6 Network Security 

27034 Part 1-7 Application Security 

27035 Incident Response (new version 2016) 
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Summary 

 Hard to know when your security project is ready 

– evaluation and assurance methodologies help 

 Evaluation and assurance is important specially 

for new startups to establish good working habits 

 Overusing them will increase bureaucracy, not 

security 

 They have major limitations – it is important to 

know what should be protected and against 

which threat 
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